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What This Essay Isn ' t 

This essay is not about Darwinism. I do not purport 

herein to trace the effects of Darwin or Darwinian thought 

from Matthew Arnold to the post- modern poets. Such a task 

would be impossible because there is no poem, no writing 

in the Western World since 1859 that has not been touched 

or tainted or affected by Darwin ' s theory of evolution. 

What This Essay Is 

Starting with T.H. Huxley through Henri Bergson , 

Nicholas Berdyaev and Lewis Mumford, there is a hint and 

then a declaration that carries over into the poetry of the 

time of an evolution of or in man by which evolution man 

evolves or has evolved and is evolving physically, mentally, 

spiritually, socially and culturally. In this essay I 

attempt to trace this particular brand of evolution from 

Arnold to the post-moderns . The particular type of evolution 

I ' m dealing with has been named "creative evolution" by 

Berdyaev and Bergson and that is the name I will use through

out this essay . In order to place creative evolution in its 

proper setting , I must p l ace Darwin in his world. Before 

I can explain how creative evolution works in selected poetry 
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from Matthew Arnold through the post- moderns. I must place 

Darwin in his setting, because "creative evolution" does 

not happen without Darwin ' s evolution happening first. 

Introduction 

By the last decade of the nineteenth century Darwin ' s 

theories espoused in Origin of the Species and other 

writings were being lauded in the centers of learning 1.n the 

western world. The purpose of this paper is to trace the 

development of those theories to their seemingly natural 

extensions through the poetry o f the time up to and thr ough 

the post-moderns . By the phrase '' seemingly natural extensions " 

I refer particularly to the notion of creative evolution as 

espoused by Nicholas Berdyaev , Henri Bergson and Lewis 

Mumford . 

Darwinism didn ' t happen overnite. It is only proper 

at this point to place it in its setti ng. Medieval times 

in Europe were ordered times . They were quiet and slow 

times at least in this- that nations were not exploring a 

newfound world and setting up colonies for the mother country. 

The Roman Catholic Church had extended its sphere of influ

ence into nearly every facet of men ' s lives and very often 
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held the civil state together. With the Church's exact 

and exacting kind of discipline, society as it were was 

held together in one piece. Individualized thinking was 

not only discouraged but often punished as heresy . 

Then came the guilds , the advent of the printing 

press , the discovery of Ameri ca, the Protest ant Reformation, 

which all combined with other things to bring about what 

we loosely term the Renaissance . During the period we 

refer to as the Renaissance there was a new and exciting 

concentration on the individual in the art s , as well as 

in the new mercantile society. 

Lewis Mumford is a twentieth century writer , a 

teacher , philosopher and social commentator . (As a writer 

he is prolific . ) He likes to say that Shakespeare ' s art , 

which he believes t o be representative of the Renaissance , 

reflected the primacy of man . During the Middle Ages only 

a few wealthy had the time and opportunity to engage in or 

appreciate the arts and the arts were reposited in the 

Church . The poor duri ng that time coul d not read ; there 

were no books; and they had no time in which to enculturate 

themselves with fine arts since keeping body and soul 

together was a full time job. "The life of man was b r utal, 
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nasty and short~ to borrow a phrase from Hegel . 

During the time of the Renaissance , however, the 

administration of Queen Elizabeth in England even fostered 

the arts. Although the arts were still essentially the 

province of the wealthy as far as enjoyment went, the rise 

of rnercantilism created a larger and more financially able 

audience available that could read, communicate and 

appreciate. 

Nothing happens without a cause or many causes and 

the Renaissance was no exception . It is oversimplification 

on my part to attempt to set out all the causes for the 

Renaissance here. And it is even more impossible to 

differentiate between the cause and effect. 

But what happened to the Renaissance? When did it end? 

Who said when it would end? Who said it should end? Did 

it " cause" the American and French revolutions? I don ' t 

know . 

Lewis Mumford likes to call the seventeenth, eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries " the period of expansionism': He 

believes that global exploration was the extension in man 

of the notion of the primacy of man felt so strongl y in the 

Renaissance ; that global exploration and its subsequent 
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conquest of other men was evil in that slavery was evil; 

that global exploration was the good of the notion of the 

primacy of man gone awry-perverted . 

During the period of expansionism we see (or saw) 

the emergence of nationalism, a universally good quality 

in people in that it constitutes a reassertion of the group 

personality, but also perverted in the period of expansionism 

because its logica l extension is war . The obvious example 

of that is German and Italian nationalism leading to World 

War II. 

Probably Mumford ' s most interesting opinion on the 

period of expansionism is his belief that when men set out 

to conquer something , be it a trade route , a number of slaves , 

a mineral deposit , a rich agricultural area, there is usually 

something they intend to conquer even more important for 

them than the known goal. He believes that the goal is the 

conquest of fears , fear of the unknown in particular and 

fear of the unfamiliar in general . He believes that men 

use the desire to conquer and subdue additionally to justify 

in themse l ves an unwillingness to think , to think about 

themselves , about death, about their relationship to their 

Maker (or the Vital Force that keeps the sun in the sky) , 
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about their relationship to each other, be it conqueror to 

conquered or husband to wife or parent to children . Witness 

the hostage situation in Iran and how it has joined people 

of many different political persuasions into one voice . 

And it's our collective fear of that situation and what 

it can lead to that gets our attention and makes us so 

patriotic . In any event, neither Genghis Khan nor Julius 

Ceasar nor Hannibal nor Attila the Hun nor Alexander the 

Great nor Erwin Rommel were known to have stopped the 

battle and to have rallied their soldiers to a good exam

ination of conscience. What I am saying is that during 

times of conquest and exploration men do not take time for 

introspection; they do not look inward when their attention 

is drawn to the enemy, be that enemy another soldier or 

simply the unknown. 

And this situation, generally speaking, is what we have 

during the period of time Mumford refers to as the period 

of expansionism. By the middle of the nineteenth century, 

that period of expansionism was drawing to a close. The 

physical world was known . The continents had been found 

and located on new maps. It was time to start appraising 

what had been accomplished, and Darwin's physical research 
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of flora and fauna was part of that appraisement . So also 

was Freud ' s research into the id . 

Although Darwin ' s theories-survival of the fittest , 

and so forth-left out or failed to include the possibility 

of one person helping another to survive , they did act as 

a stamp of approval on man ' s conquest of other men . I n 

that sense Darwin was a product 0£ h is time . 

The publication of Darwin ' s Origin of t h e Species 

in Engl and in November of 1859 caused quite a stir in 

academic circles . Churchmen condemned it ; scientists 

lauded it . The theory is that all forms of life have 

evolved in their phys i cal form from mor e primitive forms , 

and that the natural selection involved in the evolution 

is or was accidental, that is , no supreme being necessarily 

stood there watching and directing t he course of t he 

development . Darwin ' s treatise stopped with flora and 

fauna . It did not include the evolution of man from ape . 

T . H. Huxl ey did it . He took Darwin from plants to 

apes . Huxley was an Eng l ish zoologist who was born in 

1825 and died in 1895. He was a personal friend of Darwin ' s 

and lauded the Origin . He too had done extensive research 

on a boat but the research was on marine life . He was to 
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become Darwin ' s defender and he went on to draw the con-

1 
clusion that man evolved from the ape. His defense of 

oarwin began with his writing of the Origin's £irst book 

review and lasted for many years through writings, public 

debates and teachings. 

Huxley went still another step when in 1863 he 

published Man ' s Place in Nature, which book in addition to 

defending Darwin and linking man with ape, raised the 

loftier question of how man fit into the scheme of things. 

By the time Huxley was forty-five (1870) years old, he 

was a popular educator and speaker in England, and his 

lectures often dealt with the ethical structure which 

should be erected to serve man's purpose in a world illumi

nated by Darwinism. 2 In 1885 Huxley retired by reason of 

ill health but went on writing profusely about new ethical 

standards required of mankind, of the evolution of the 

evolution of man. 3 

Although Huxley was a professed agnostic , he says 

for the world that mankind must now , because of evolution, 

take on a new set of moral standards and man must do it 

because he is evolving. In other words , man is or was 

evolving in reany more ways than physically, and what 
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sufficed in the past in the way of morally acceptable 

conduct, would not suffice now; that ethics change as man 

changes; that the greater the evolution, the stricter or 

more intricate or more exacting must be the rules of ethics. 

Creative Evolution 

Henri Bergson was a French philosopher and teacher 

whose most popular work is titled Creative Evolution, 

published in 1907.
4 

Bergson carries Huxley's ideas about 

new ethics in man commensurate with man's evolutionary 

status even further . Broadly speaking , Bergson would 

have man participate in the divine by man ' s use of his 

creative faculty (which distinguishes him from animals) 

that creative urge being a part of what he called Vital 

5 
Impetus, which force he claimed existed from all time 

and which force is synonomous with a need for creative 

action in man . I repeat that the force (Vital Impetus) 

is the need in man to create. 

creative action. 

God or god is an urge to 

Bergson believed that Darwin ' s evolution was a 

continuing process , was going on then and will continue; 

he believed that the major sphere of evolution in man 
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. d 6 
woul d be in the min , that man ' s intelligence woul d 

cont i nue to develop . He pointed out that the ape, to find 

satisfaction, had only to satisfy a few instincts , but 

that man has more complex satisfactions to meet , such as 

mora l ity and aesthetics. Man's basic difference from 

other higher forms of life is that he actively formulates 

values , and true human progress (evolution of the intellect) 

consi s ts in increases in aesthetics , intellectual and 

. d . f . 7 s piritual experience an satis action . 

Bergson believed man could onl y unders t and reality 

through introspection , a n d t h e process of comprehending 

how t he world fits together for man was commonly known as 

. t 't' 8 in u i ion . Intuition was a complement to intellect and 

a parallel to it; and using it , man could arr i ve at 

absolute knowledge whi ch is happiness . The creative urge 

i n man then was the only way to arri ve at absolute knowledge 

or happiness ; and introspection by use of intuition and 

inte l lect as tools , was the means? 

The industrial revolution came to the United S t ates 

soon aft er the turn of the century and prior to World War I . 

There was very little excellent poetry to come out of 

the Unit ed States during those years . At about the time 
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Bergson published Creative Evolution, in Russia Nicholas 

Berdyaev, a theologian, was writing prolifically of the 

new era, a time to come when man would by reason of his 

evolution, attain great things. Berdyaev ' s evolution of 

man was not a physical one altogether , but rather a 

spiritual evolution occuring simultaneously with the 

physical. He believed that man ' s understanding 0£ himself , 

0£ God, of other men would or was increasing or had in

creased to the point where we were standing on the edge of 

an era in which man would no longer be inhumane, an era in 

which men would aspire to and reach global peace , global 

cooperation , global charity . Berdyaev believed that these 

capabilities in man were what makes him God-like ; that it 

is in men's aspirations to oneness with God that he can 

acquire "salvation" or oneness with God. 

For him religion is creativity and creativity is 

religion . To explain : as man evolves both physically and 

mentally, he also evolves spiritually to the point where 

he, in understanding himself, naturall y aspires to oneness 

with God; and man at the same time knows that to reach that 

oneness, he must use his every faculty (that distinguishes 

him from animals) to its limit. The naturally evolving 
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use of those distinguishing faculties will ultimately 

lead man then to the fullness of his potential as a 

human being, with heavy emphasis on the spi ritual side of 

man . Berdyaev himself says , "Man ' s consciousness of himself 

as the center of the world , bearing within himself the 

secret of the world , rising above all things of the world , 

is a prerequisite of all philosophy : without i t one could 

not dare to phi loso phi ze ~lO 

When World War I broke out , Berdyaev took the 

position that it was only a matter of time before the 

evolution would continue , that the war was merely a 

temporary relapse of man to his more animal nature . 

It is interesting to note here that both Bergson 

and Berdyaev have these beliefs in common : a) the intellect 

of man is in a state of evolution , an adjunct to Darwin ' s 

evolution, b) creativity i s the distinguishing faculty 

in man , differentiating him from all other higher forms 

of life , and c) introspection will lead man to happiness . 

Lewis Mumford shares these beliefs . He does not 

state outright his belief in a) above, but i t shows . He 

states emphatically that mankind can inherit man's whole 

estate , which is the "meaning and promise of the democratic 
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11 
ideal~ In this area he sounds like a social darwinist . 

As an aside I note briefly that social darwinism is the 

carrying over of Darwinism into the social development of 

man. In other words Darwinism is to the singular man what 

social Darwinism is to a large group of men . Karl Marx 

believed in writing Das Kapital that he was Darwin ' s parallel, 

and that communism was the end product of the evolution of 

12 government. 

On points b) and c) , Mumford is in total agreement 

with Bergson and Berdyaev. 13 

Poetry and Creative Evolution 

Walt Whitman is an enigma . How did he get where 

he was intellectually without first having had the exposure 

to Darwinian thought? I don ' t know. 

During Matthew Arnol d ' s time in England , Whitman was 

writing in the United States . He threw out old forms of 

rhyme and meter and wrote free verse in which rhythms were 

still i mportant but meter was not the rule as it was for 

Arnold. Whitman ' s poetry was set in a young nation still 

testing within itself the strength of its own muscle . It 
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was an earthy poetry, a celebration of the individual person 

and all his strengths and weaknesses , all his good qualities 

and bad, all his animal and all his spiritual natures . 

Whitman had read extensively of Emerson and appeared to be 

influenced by Emerson's Eastern philosophies and for him 

the notion of Nirvana (or salvation) was attainable (ac

cording to Whitman) by man's perfection of himself. 

Perfection was of course available to everyone simply 

by being the best individual he could be, whether he be 

farmer, poet , wife, cobbler, lawyer or Indian chief , and 

that perfection, that eternal happiness , was attainable now , 

immediately . 

Whitman's images were generally homespun and less 

symbolic than Arnol d's or other contemporaries and his idea 

of order in the universe was well worked out by the time 

of Leaves of Grass. Whitman ' s is an optimistic poetry, 

forward - looking, each man the master of his fate , each man 

a miracle , all men basically good and 3eeking good . 

Some of Whitman ' s detractors would call him a Pantheist 

for his belief that oneness with the physical universe is 

divinity attained-"look for me underfoot~•
14 

Others would say in his defense that he only believes 
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each man is his own Christ (after the agony of self- discovery 

is over) and that when each man becomes his own Christ , 

then he has attained eternal salvation now, not after death , 

but now while he is alive and doing whatever it is that he 

does . 

Perhaps Darwin and Bergson had no meaning at all for 

Whitman. Perhaps they were unnecessary . He believed that 

each and every one of us was perfect now , in at least the 

sense that we can achieve oneness with the universe now . 

That oneness was available by introspection, the whitelight 

of self-knowledge to everyone now . 

There was no need for waiting around , in Whitman ' s 

view , for the intellect to evolve in order to achieve it . 

Every man ' s creativity (and we are a ll creative) would 

a l low every man today the perfection man yearns for . I 

don ' t see Whitman ' s notion of that perfection however 

being evolutionary . The fact is that he would allow or at 

least not prohibit that perfection to man two thousand or 

four thousand or more years ago . 

Mumford is a modern- day prophet calling out for social 

action , action he believes to be mandatory after the state

ment of his ideas . Whitman does not call out to his reader 
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for collective social action; his is a more personal poetry 

than that . He calls out only to the individual reader to 

1ook inside himself . He agrees with Mumford that the 

" . . . . kelson of the creation is love :
15 

Matthew Arnold was a great poet of the latter part of 

the nineteenth century, as well as being more popularly 

known as an educator and critic . By reason of his close 

acquaitance with the educational system of Engl and, he 

was acutely aware of the progress and effects that Darwinism 

was making and l eaving in the universities of his time. 

For Arnold at the height of what we refer to as the 

"Victorian Age ~ life was an ordered thing . Engl and was 

at peace , the empire covered the globe, and England was 

still in the process of (as it had been doing for some time) 

civilizing the world. The industrial revolution had not 

yet had its ultimate effect . 

Along came the theory of evolution and its welcome and 

acceptance in academia and Arnold ' s world began to topple , 

to crumble . The very notion that human beings may have 

evolved from primates was abhorrent to him , not just 

because of any existing bel ief that God c r eated man from 

dust but e specially because of side issues raised thereby, 
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especially the d i v i ne right of monarchy. 

In "Dover Beach" written in the year 1861 , Arnold 

expresses some of the depression, fear and anxiety he feels 

at a world gone awry-his world . He is almost in tears, it 

seems, over h i s well ordered world toppling and he c r ies out 

to the reader his plan for dealing with it-love between two 

people. It was a hopeless poetry , depressing , fearful 

and withdrawn . It was repressive in that the solution is 

not thought out at all but is only evasive of the problem . 

If Arnold's world was collapsing then he should have 

worked out his idea of order with something more positive 

than love between a coupl e-in his historical and social 

situation such a solution amounted to burying his head in 

the sand . 

Matthew Arnold wrote little poetry after "Dover Beach ': 

Some critics say the reason is that he coul d not establish 

for himself in his own mind thereafter an idea of order, 

into and out of which perspective he could write good poetry . 

Arnold was , however , primarily a critic , educator and 

lecturer. Most of his later years were given to these 

. 16 pursuits. 

But how does Arnold relate his poetry to the theory 
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of creative evolution . He doesn 't. I have selected him 

particularl y here because "Dover Beach" represents a poetic 

backlash against any theory of evolution . Arnold came to 

grips with the probl em. In his l ater years he became a 

prolific lecturer advocating education in the liberal arts 

as opposed to a strictly scientific education in the schools . 

In bis essay "Literature and Science~ meant to be delivered 

as a lecture on a tour of America, Arnold accepts his age 

(it was 1883) as the age of science but argues well the 

classic claims which literature makes to have a pre- eminent 

. d . 17 p l ace in e ucation . 

In fact his essay is necessary to keep the Darwinians 

from placing too much emphasis on science on school cur

riculum . He states in that essay that it is instinctual, 

the desire in men to relate knowledge to our sense for 

conduct , sense for beauty, and knowledge for Arnold, of 

course, included scientific knowledge. 18 

T . S . Eliot, St . Louis born poet and critic , Harvard 

educated , expatriate to London about 191 5 , was of the "Ezra 

Pound School~ It seems that at or near the time of World 

War I , some of our young men l eft the United States and 

settled in London which as a matter of fact was much more 
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literary- minded than the United States. We must remember 

that in 1915 the United States (or at least the Midwest) 

was only slightly removed from being a frontier; that its 

population was largely rural; and that the arts took second 

place to the industrial revolution in the cities. Eliot 

went t o London to write poetry where he would be appreciated. 

certainly for a time he was greatly disappointed in that 

he did not receive the recognition he wanted. In time, 

however, he became well- received for such poems as "The 

Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" and the " Hollow Men•: 

Those two poems in particular , i n that they are very 

representative of the good poetry at the time , are typical 

of the gloom and despair of the World War I era. El iot 

seems (was) preoccupied with the notion that men don't 

perform, don 't accomplish anything , don 't get anything done.
19 

He laments the indecision and indirection, as if it 

is better to do something wrong than to do nothing . At 

least in the process, man proves he is alive. 

I say these things bearing in mind that when Eliot 

was writing, we were in the middle of the industrial 

revolution, sweatshops were in vogue, child labor laws 

weren't yet in effect in the United States , man was losing 
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ground in the race with the machine, the dignity of man as 

man was losing its former importance , the "quick buck" had 

taken on new importance. We were entering upon or in an 

era when man was no longer master of his own fate. He was 

manipulated so to speak by the world around him, regardless 

of whether he operated a machine in a factory or he counted 

money behind a counter in a bank . In that manipulative 

process with all its speed, man was not acting; he was being 

acted upon , like a rudderless boat floating downstream , 

being pushed from one side of the stream to the other , the 

current taki ng man where it would . 

Eliot contrasts "Prufrock's" incapacity (inability, 

indecision) to act with the self-fulfillment of those who 

have lived or do live by the instinct (or the principle) 

of creative activity . He ridicules and disparages the 

seemingly important trivialities of Prufrock ' s world and 

holds out hope that active self-fulfillment is the way to 

a meaningful life . 

I add here parenthetically that what Eliot said in 

1915 is all the more true today. One trip to the symphony 

on a Sunday afternoon is enough to convince me of that . 

I've met old professors there who are actively learning and 
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teaching and enjoying and grabbing hold of their lives and 

influencing the lives of people around them. I return to 

my farm in rural America where I find that men are measured 

by the length and breadth and width of their motor vehicles , 

their land holdings, their cigars. In this real world the 

accumulation of material things is all there is; learning 

is suspect if it is not mechanical and money-oriented; 

creativity is synonornous only with a deviousness directed 

at the further accumulation of things . Like Prufrock con

cerned with growing old and wearing the bottoms of his 

trousers rolled, in the real world, Prufrock worries about 

whether his automobile fits his image . 

In the year 1927 Eliot joined the Anglican Church and 

some writers attribute his change in attitude in his subse-

t t h . 1 · . . 20 quen poe ry to is re igious conversion. 

The fact is that his writing took on after his conver

sion a whole new positive approach to life, involving renewal 

of man and regeneration . "Ash Wednesday" pub lished in 1930 

represents the new Eliot , the Eliot with his idea of order 

; ,... th , 21 ~, e universe worked out . 

Tracing the theory of creative evolution requires 

discussing Eliot for the reason that he is clearly repre-
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sentative of a poet who laments man ' s failure to create 

initially, laments the inconsequence of life of a non

creative man on the one hand and then as promptly as he 

works out his idea of order, joyously proceeds to give 

meaning (happiness) to the life of creative man thereafter~
2 

Wallace Stevens was an American poet who did most of 

bis writing from the 1930's to and including most of the 

1950 ' s. He was a ustere . He was skeptical of everything 

and rejected religion and systematic philosophy outright . 

Bis writing.show a great concern for questions of reality, 

perception and truth~
3 

Unlike Eliot who finally gleans his idea of order in 

the universe from the dogma of the Anglican Church, Stevens 

doesn ' t seem to grab onto any dogma at all. In fact, his 

idea of order is never quite clear to me although I can be 

sure he believes that there is and must be order in the 

universe. Sometimes I think bis idea of eternal happiness 

or salvation would be a candlelit dinner of lobster and a 

superb white wine . 

Fortunately for the human race skeptics are usually 

thinkers and Stevens was no exception . He believed that 

truth is identical with one's own experience; experience 
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is identical with one's state of consciousness at a given 

time and is the sum of perception and appearance- things 

seen are things as seen . As an example you woul d answer the 

question "How high is up?" totally diff erent today than you 

would answer it on your tenth birthday. 

Stevens , to get at truth, bel ieved that we must clear 

away all that i ntervenes between the perceiving mind and 

the world as presently perceived . Cultu ral h i stor y is a 

threat to the mind seeking to relate itself to the world 

of the present . Language embodies perception in fossilized 

forms and h i nders t he vital acti viti es of consciousness . 

Freedom is : r i dding one ' s mind of cult ura l history and 

other minds . Beauty is born of the process of change and 

death . The mind can have satisfaction only if what it affirms 

is felt as true , and truth is perpetual ly changing in 

both the perceiving consciousness and in the worl d as 

perceived . 

In other words , dogma is out ; you and I and all of us 

and what we hol d to be truth this minute are in ; and tomorrow 

it may be, will be, different from what it is today. 

For Stevens, there is a limit on the power of the 

imagination to surpass resemblance-;:Joes back to cultural 
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history. The mind begets in resemblance; poetry is a 

satisfying of man ' s desire for resemblance and touches a 

1
. 24 

sense of rea ity. 

Whitman and Stevens have a lot of ideas in common . 

For each of them individual man is the center of his own 

universe; each i s fascinated by the process of birth and 

death (life cycle); each seems to reject reason for imagin 

ation as the way to truth ; both accept evil and death as 

realities; and for each the poem i s the occasion , not 

something written about it. 

By the same token , for Whitman nature ' s order is a 

part of divine law , perhaps , and its organi c order , in

cluding man ' s participation in it , is a dramatization of 

divine law. For Stevens , nature is indifferent to man and 

man does not really parti cipate in its process~
5 

So how does Stevens relate to t he theory of creative 

evolution? The fact is that he doesn ' t mention it directly . 

His concerns are such that he need not in that he touches 

the very thing wi thout activel y saying so . In "The Idea 

of Order at Key West " Stevens makes his statement (to himself) 

that order in the universe is good (perhaps because c haos 

is not good) and the further statement that each of us , you 
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and I, must work out that idea of order for ourselves~ 6 

Stevens had tremendous respect for the power of a deliberate 

. 27 
choice. 

As I said earlier in this essay, Stevens believed that 

the mind could have satisfaction only if what it affirms 

is felt as true; further he believed that truth was perpet

ually changing in both the perceiving mind and in the world 

as perce ived by that mind. That means , of course, that what 

is true for me is not true for you, and what is true for me 

today may not be true for me tomorrow. 

Combine these things I've pointed out about Stevens 

and the conclusion is : each one of us must work out our 

idea of order by ourselves . No one can do it for us. 

What does that require of us? It requires us to think ; 

it requires us to spend some time in introspection. And 

here we are again looking at the three beliefs held in 

common by Bergson, Berdyaev and Mumford. But I believe 

Stevens goes farther than any of them. The three of them 

(Bergson , Berdyaev and Mumford) are all theological to the 

extent that t hey tal k about or refer to or give deference 

to a God, no matter that Bergson may call God or god Vital 

Impetus. Stevens doesn ' t mention God as any kind of 
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supreme power directing or guiding the life of man . Perhaps 

in that Stevens nudges along the evolution of the theory 

of creative evolution . 

Robert Frost, born in 1875 and writing profusely from 

1915 to the Sixties, is probably the greatest philosopher

poet in American history. One of the reasons , of course, 

for his greatness is that he could meld the good and the 

bad and see them all as of a piece. Evil and death are 

realities for Frost. There is an order in the world-an 

order that he learns from nature; that order is good . His 

poetry is the work of an observer only; he does not lament 

the fate of man as Eliot does, nor does he wring his hands 

and cry out his anguish . He doesn't sing songs of joy as 

Whitman does, nor shout his neighbor ' s greatness from his 

housetop. He only observes and occasionally smiles and oc-

casionally sheds a tear. He passes no judgment . Frost ' s 

images are homespun but each speak at as many different levels 

as he has readers. 

How does he treat the theories of Bergson and Berdyaev? 

He doesn't . But what Frost does say over and over again in 

a thousand different ways is that man needs to, should, give 

and receive love; he keeps repeating that for man to be happy, 
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iove is a necessity ; that somehow love is the cornerstone 

of man ' s existence . Frost doesn ' t say where man is going 

or the date on which man will arri ve . He only says over and 

over : life is synonomous with love , and without love , there 

is no life . Frost ' s man doesn ' t evolve anthropologically 

as Berdyaev ' s does; his man does not participate in the 

divine in the same way that Bergson ' s does . Frost ' s man 

exists , good and bad , and he is happy when he is giving and 

receiving love. In fact Frost ' s man doesn ' t seem t o know 

or be aware of the fact that love is t h e secret ; at least 

he doesn ' t ment ion it . 

observes it. 

Frost does not lament that; he only 

For a specific look at the way Fr ost t reats l ove or 

the lack of it examine " A Servant to Servants" or " Deat h of 

The Hired Man ~ Frost pushes the old notions of creative 

evolution one step further than Stevens, who attempted to 

simply leave God out of it. Fr ost, by his refusal to shout 

out any answer for man to the loftier questions , emph asizes 

by under statement the necessity of his answer : love. Frost 

is the link between St even's requirement for intr ospection 

and Mumford ' s full scale requirement for mankind ' s survival. 

In 191 8 the German Oswald Spengler wrote Downfall of 
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the western World. The book was an additional help for 

Hitler on the way to world domination. In Spengler ' s world 

physical force is all there is; only the strong survive; 

poets and (other) intellectuals have no worth or value; and 

all of western civilization acted as premised, with its war 

to end war, and war to stop aggression , and war to defend 

liberty , and war to maintain the status quo and war in the 

name of Christ to stop the spread of godless communism. 

No wonder after World War II and Korea we had people 

like Ferlingnetti passing off their prose as poetry in 

coffeehouses across the country . We as a country would 

listen to anything no matter how unhappy and uninterestingly 

intimate, if we could avoid being called or rallied or hyped 

to one more violent engagement with the enemy we had never 

met . We needed time. Introspection takes time . 

The nati on had no time between Korea and Vietnam. We 

were thrown into new conflict too quickly after Korea to be 

able to mentally handle Vietnam. There had been no time to 

think, to develop ourselves inwardly. 

And just as soon as Vietnam was over , it was natural 

that we should be reading the poems of t he terrible exper

iences of war, the poems of flowers in the hair, poems of 
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hate and cruelty and sex and romantic love , but it surely 

is difficult to find a Frost these days. No one real l y 

has time for an artist like Richard Eberhart , like Donald 

Justice or Howard Nemorov . The public isn ' t ready yet to 

accept art but can and will and does dote on the poet with 

a message (read Rod McKuen) . 

More women are publishing more of their poems today 

than ever before and generally women poets have decided 

that they are poets because they are sensitive . Many of 

them write of rape (except Maxine Rumin doesn ' t) . Men 

write of death and ar e frightened by it. I ' m referring 

specif ically here to poems published in periodi cal s such 

as the American Poetry Review . They (both men and women) 

put all sorts of ugly images down on paper and call it 

poetry and if it is poetry then it ' s not pretty and it ought 

to be. 

Breadth and depth, scope and intel ligence and ardor 

are missing . Vagueness in the use of language and images 

are not missing . Many of today ' s poets believe ( suppose) 

that vagueness in language and images means t hat they are 

astute and the reader (if he is not stupi d) can let his mind 

race to fill the space with the appropriate meaning. Not so . 
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For a poem to be a poem the artist must £irst be an excellent 

mechanic. Just because someone deems himsel£ or hersel£ 

sensitive , that doesn 1 t mean he or she is therefore an artist . 

A prerequisite £or a poem should be (if it isn 1 t) that the 

language conveys the sense of the poem . 

Much 0£ today's poetry contains the individual ' s 

lament and despair at h is plight , and it doesn ' t wear we l l 

with me . I get tired 0£ hearing it . It seems when I ' ve 

read a little too much of that stuf I want to tell the author , 

"Well , i£ that ' s the way it is , they why don ' t you grab 

yourself by your buttocks and go c hange it ~ 

Valarie Truebl ood, current self- styled critic and 

sometime poet , c l aims there is no silence in today ' s poetry. 

She refers to silence as an idea, not just quiet , not just 

an interval . I prefer to refer to the unblushing individ

ualism of today ' s poetry as a spring that won ' t s t ay coiled. 

If a poem is a spr ing and it ' s good if it ' s coiled , today ' s 

poets keep on uncoil ing the spring (in the poem) by expending 

all the energy in the spring; they ruin the poem. And what 

t hey have left is prose incl ined unfortunately to melanchol y . 

There are some good things: Eberhart, Justice, Kumin 

and Nemerov are writing prolifically. There is an increasing 
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concern for the well- being of Mother Earth. There is an 

increasing respect for second grader ' s Haiku poems, songs 

of illiterate Appalachian mountaineers, the arts and crafts 

of Ozark backwoodsmen and the stories (in the oral tradition) 

of heroes of illiterate peoples . These are signs of an 

interest that exists in our society , that a l lows us to hold 

out hope that we need not yet hold a funeral for the arts. 

But these post-moderns can ' t seem to handle the idea 

of order; they are unclear as to how the sun stays up there 

in the sky and who makes it do that . They don ' t come to 

terms with their concept of God, muddled as it is . For 

most of the post-moderns, they don ' t come far enough to 

worry about order; the tone urges the primacy of man, but 

instead of celebrating man, they lament him . On a recent 

trip I took a holiday in Bangkok. While visiting my 

brother-in- law there , I suggested we call John Doe from 

St. Louis and have a beer with him. I hadn ' t seen John Doe 

in five years . My borther-in-law suggested we let John Doe 

alone; that an evening with John Doe is depressing ; that 

negative people sap your energy . That describes a lot of 

the new poetry. I want (he wants, we a l l want) to hear of 

your hopes and dreams11 not of your failures and your inability 

to cope, to act . 
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The post-moderns can't seem to relate to creative 

evolution. The borrowing of Whitman ' s earthiness doesn ' t 

e levate their poems to the level of Whitman. If they could 

reverse the direction of their doting individualism to the 

positive, they would be on the right track . But how did 

they arrive at the point where they are? Is it an historical 

development? In much the same way that Eliot's poetry 

prior to his religious conversion was an historical develop

ment? I think so. I was born in 1940 and as a child we 

planted crops and took grain to town with teams of horses. 

And I have also watched on television men walk on the moon. 

The changes wrought in Arnold's and Eliot ' s world were 

miniscule by comparison to the last few decades. When they 

were alive wars were fought with guns; now we talk of 

neutron bombs killing only people and leaving buildings 

intact. And the threat of war is real . Mass communications 

are unbelievably speedy and and accurate; we know today what 

the weather will be next Tuesday . The media convinces us 

that we are out of step unless we comb our hair like Farrah 

Fawcett, brush our teeth with this, cleanse our bodies with 

that. And the bombardment of our senses with all that en

forcement of the hard-sell leaves us convinced. 
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There is no time . There is no time to think . There 

is only time to work , to keep body and soul together , and 

so we accept by necessity what others te l l us . We let 

others do our thinking for us- like Madison Avenue . And 

what we really need to do is to satis fy our deep down need 

to work it out ourselves . We go to church on Sunday and 

decide we won ' t do that again because the way the preacher 

worked it out for us just doesn ' t s u it , a nd r ightl y so. 

But instead o f working it out ourselves , we simply refuse 

to t ouch the subject mental ly again . We wander around then , 

rudderless , refusing to accept the fact that we n eed , des

peratel y, to work out our own notion of orde r in the uni

vers e, life and death , l ife eternal . 

If we can stop talking of war , if we can stop 

talking of fears and attacks and crises and hostages and 

treaties and bombers and violence , t hen maybe we can turn 

this thing around . If we had a l eader who was or is goal 

directed to the real needs of men and not to his own need 

for power or to the avariciousness of men , then maybe we 

would have a chance. If we had a spokesman for men ' s i nner 

needs rather than his physical needs , we woul d have a 

chance. 

I do not assume so much as Bergson and Berdyaev do 
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about the inherent goodness and evolving goodness of men. 

since I live in a very real world , I know that men must 

be ral lied and cajoled and hyped to global charity, global 

cooperation . There is no one highly visibl e now except 

Mumford who even espouses what we need . But the situation 

is right, we can handle now (men can) a period of intro

spection on an individual, national and global basis , 

from which can follow the yearning for action to good , 

the impulse, and then the act . The seed for such a 

progression is in the individualized poetry of the post

rnoderns. 

Elaine Pagels recently published The Gnostic Gospels . 

She is a professor of religion at Barnard College in New 

York . Her book consists of the results of her translations 

and studies of alleged gospels of the apostles Thomas and 

Philip , Mary Magdalen and unknown others . Supposedly 

these gospels were found in the past few years and the 

reason why they had been lost is that the early Church had 

condemned them as heresy . The reason for the condemnation 

was in the gospels themselves in that they espouse intro

spection followed by each man ' s working out for himself 

his relationship to God. Of course, no organized church 
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can espouse that its members work out individually their 

relationship to God; the result is no organization , no 

dogma . Pagels believes that the suppression of the gnostic 

gospels and the hol ding of the four accepted gospels as true 

accounted for the rise of the early church as a church, as 

an organization and a structure. Only a structure {which 

impl ies and supplies r i gidity) can survive , and the Holy 

Roman Catholic Church has survived . 

According to Pagels , the gnostic gospels were almost 

Eastern i n philosophy and they a l lowed h appi ness n ow , rather 

than following this vale of t ears . She claims that histor

ical events in the setting caused the selection of the true 

gospels versus the '' heresy": Without referring to Mumford , 

she reinforces his belief that Paul of Tarsus turned and 

twisted and modified and screwed up Christianity to t he 

point where Christianity today is almost more Paulist than 

Christian . If Paul were followed as closel y as he would 

have like to have been followed , of course , Christians 

would have unwi ttingly committed race suicide. 

The gnostic gospels are "Whi trnanesque ': They celebrate 

man in this : " The Kingdom of God is within you '.' Taken to 

its logical extension if we are to believe the phrase, 
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everybody, you and I, John Doe, the guy across the back

yard fence , all are capable of having eternal happiness now, 

not by actively doing good works or saying Rosaries , not 

by giving all our money to the poor and burning incense. 

We must today start looking inside ourselves for the answer 

to the question of what is our relationship to God or the 

Vital Impetus or Buddha or Allah or Whoever o r Whatever it 

is that holds the sun up in the sky £or us . We must start 

to determine today for ourselves an idea of order in the 

universe . It must be our individual answer to the question . 

We must sort and sort until we find it; no one can answer 

the question for us . And when we have answered our own 

question, then we have found the Kingdom of God~
8 

Conclusion 

The answer, whatever the answer is , is available to 

us today by introspection . Your answer will not be mine and 

mine will be different from your neighbor ' s and your friend ' s. 

And all the answers will be correct . Wouldn ' t it be a shame 

if we found out in an afterlife that the Kingdom of God was 

within us all along and we failed to find it because we 

didn ' t look inside ourselves. 
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we will love. It ' s not that simple and certainly it is 

not automatic. 

Introspection teaches us of ourselves, so that we can 

understand ourselves and then because of that understanding 

find ourselves and find ourselves lovable-first . Once we 

love ourselves and treat ourselves with the dignity we 

deserve, it becomes automatic that we treat our neighbor 

with the same dignity, our neighbor first being our spouses, 

our children, the guy across the fence , in the next county, 

the next state, across the ocean, until every human creature 

treats his neighbor as he would like to be treated himself. 

Bronowski capsulizes the state of creative evolution 

in the arts today when he says, "Self- knowledge, at last 

bringing together the experience of the arts and the explan

ation of science, waits ahead of us~
30 
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PREFACE TO POEMS 

The poems in this volume are in no particular order as 

to time or subject matter or quality except in this : 

"Shadow- Box ing" is the lead poem in that it establishes 

that there will be no or der, no ascending to climax. 

And that is what an education in poetry i s all about: 

no answers at all , but only a succession of more highly 

compl ex questions , never getting anything estab lished . 

Thomas B. Burkemper 
May 24 , 1 980 



SHADOW-BOXING 

like a snowflake in a flurry, 
like two bull s separated by a fence, 
l ike lawyers without a j ury, 
l ike a revolvi ng stage before an audience, 

like lovers in a hurry, 
we can't seem 
to get anything 
es t abl ished. 



A CONVERSATION WITH MY FATHER 

ON HIS RETIREMENT 

While we're wating for your brothers and sisters 
to arrive to celebrate Thanksgiving Day, 
we ' ve got some time to walk the farm . 
I 'll give you my advice on handli ng it next year . 

Be sure you wear your ear muffs, 
the northwest wind is cold today . 

You know its sad for me to think the home place 
belongs to you and I'm your guest . 
Your children look so much like you 
I close my eyes and go back thirty years . 

Don ' t walk so fast , I can ' t keep up with you. 
It used to be, you ' d say , "Wait for me , Dad '~ 

I ' d put the South eighty in corn, 
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it ' s close to the silo , but do what you want. 
The growing season will give you time 
for fence - mending with Cousin Ernie . 
I ' ve owned a lot of bulls for a man my age, 
and never could keep t hem from Ernie ' s heifers . 

Just last spring I remember Achilles 
woke up one morning bellowing, 
bell igerent , and I knew he'd leave t he farm by noon . 
After dawn I watched him 
provoke fighting in gentle cows 
until finally he walked off 
toward the fence. 



From a quarter- mi l e off 
r could see him shaking 
his ponderous head at 
imaginary bulls, 
could hear him challenging 
them , muscles taut , neck arched , 

The fence is just over the hill there . 
I didn ' t have to be there 
to know the damage he was doing 
to the fence , his l egs and be l ly, 
to Cousin Ernie ' s precious heifers . 

When he goes , there ' s no use trying 
to bring him home until he ' s spent . 
Give him a few hours . 
When you finally go to get him, 
be sure to carry a club. 
Not to say that he ' ll a t tack you . 
He needs the club to justify the show 
he ' ll put on for the girls . 

I don ' t know why he acts as he does , 
He has the ideal here , you know , 
A hundred wives , manicured, loving. 
And hi-bred too. 
Why , they can trace their ancestry 
to Hol land befor e this farm was . 

In spite 0£ himself he ' ll go to Ernie ' s 
and mix with those orphans Ernie got off 
a truck from some state down south ; 
They don ' t know who their mother was . 

Ernie gets a new batch each year , 
He only fattens them for slaughter. 
He never gets to know them wel l 
And I have generati ons of families here. 

They ' d be lost if they left this farm ; 
A generation ' s only two years long. 
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on the north eighty I ' d go to wheat, 
then back to corn , and keep the center 
field for hay and pasture, Cows a.re 
curious creatures, and like to be around the house . 

I remember sowing wheat at nite there. 
I ' d caution you about the coyotes 
and the danger to calves in that fie l d . 
crowds of coyotes live i n that woods 
just across the property l i ne . 
They ' ll get your cal ves if they can . 
It seems the last few years coyotes have changed . 
It used to be they were ugly , scrawny , scraggl y , 
and all my neighbors banned together regularly 
with guns and dogs to rid the country of them . 
Now the bounty ' s been removed by law . 
So now by law we cannot kill them 
Soon coyotes will be king . 

This year they're fat and sleek, big and fluffy. 
They ' re devious , you know , wi ll make 
circles around yQ.ur tractor at nite in 
the fields to let you know they ' re there . 
Not in a threatening way, but just as if 
they're curious. 
They ' re predators, you know . 

So when you have to kill a few, 
do it quietly and bury the carcass . 
You must do what you must 
to rid this farm of predators , 
if not for cows and calves , 
then for your children. 

Let's look at the east eighty acres, 
the steepest part of this farm . 
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I t ' s been in pasture all these years . 
Suppose you ' ll want to do the same. 



You s ay you want to crop that ground? 
My God, you can ' t do that ; 
It ' s not been done before . 
But then I know it ' s yours , 
And if you want to burn your wings , 
there is nothing Dad can do . 

But see those geese above us , 
flying over us in perfect form , 
pure white bellies in p l a i n v i ew , 
I want that you can soar 
so high , and I can spend retirement 
watching you from a d is tance . 

Now on t he we s t eight y acr es , I ' d 
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take a n early c l over c r op a nd t hen 
plow down stubble for silage corn . 
Late corn likely won ' t make much crop , 
but you can take the chance to get the hay . 

Farming this farm ' s a gamble at best . 
You ' ll onl y know you ' ve made a mistake 
the followi ng fa l l . So never stay 
on dead center ; plant the seed 
and take t he crop l uck throws your way . 

I see your sister Cynthia ' s here 
I ' m sure she ' s brought the pumpkin pie . 
It ' s time we got back to the house. 
Our walking here has made me tired . 

It 'l l soon be dark 
and time to have 
the celebration . 
Suppose you ' l l all sing , 

" For he ' s a jolly good fellow': 



RESTRAINT 

I separate heifers by age . 
Two year olds pasture with 
Oscar, our herd sire. 

Yearlings stay close to the barn 
where I can regulate their diets . 

I check my animals every day 
to detect heat cycles , and note 
that yearlings cycle hotter. 

At the beach last summer I saw 
that sixteen year old girls wear 
the scantiest bikinis . 

Yesterday I learned my friend 
died jogging-thirty- three-
never sick a day. 

And Uncle Felix led a docile life 
until he had his heart attack 
at eighty- two; now they tie 
him to his bed. 



THE CHAIN STORE 

On Saturday nights the neighbors 
go to the Chain Store 
and wait for Blackie 
to fetch the Sunday papers 
about nine-thirty P.M. 

We tell stories t he re , mostly lies, 
about the wars , 
bushels per acre , 
some whore in Singapore 
and just how good our cows are. 

We eat men-type meals 
of rabbit , squirrel, 
mountain oysters, 
rooster soup , and 
carp caught in a hoop net. 

Last Saturday night one big loud man 
told how in 1945 in the Phillipines 
they had two monkeys for mascots ; 

how he ' d aggravate the New York dagos by 
separating the monkeys and 
listen i ng to them . s q ueal; 

how when the monkeys were together agai n 
they ' d hold onto each other for dear life . 
Everybody laughed. 



To Billie 

You are exce ptional , but hardly respecta ble; 
Yo u don't give a damn about thi ngs; you 
don ' t worry about tomorrow; you only love. 

I wrote your parent ' s document in trust for you, 
their accumulation of things to support you i n 
style ; I endured their worry and charged them 
for it while you counted snowflakes thru the pane . 

This past October you and I sowed winter rye- -I ' ll 
never forget it. I explained to you the precise order 
in which I wanted the field disced. I remember 
smiling helplessly as you drove off on that tractor in your 
own direction , circles in the field, adding your own 
tractor noise to the din. "Did I do a good job?" 

And the only reason you were there at all 
was that my precisely 2 hired men were 
precisely off that weekend; but weekends are 
just other days of sweet sympathy for you . " Did 
I do a good job?" 

You accumulate no money or things except a pretty 
rock collection and 2 Johnny Cash album . Without 
a mother to tell you so , you ' d not accumulate 
clothes , and only wear your mittens on orders. 

Certain l y you're not r espectable; you ' re 
not ambitious . You don ' t give a rat's ass 
about tomorrow . You don 't envy any one any thing. 

Certainly you ' re not respectable; when we were 
filling the silo with 150° corn that 
100° day, you were busy counting 
muddobber ' s nests . 

Certainly you ' re not respectable; you 
neither toil or spin. You just smile 
and ask me often "Did I do a good job?" 
"Can I come back again?" 

I have 100 tenants just like you--docile , 
quiet, watching , loving . But what I 
want to know is : if none of you are 
respt c table , why the contented look in your eyes . 

You neither toil or spin . 



Yesterday in the tenth pew 
I drowsily recalled reading 
the s o phisticated kiddies ' 
new kind s of thinking poetry. 

Lifetimes of now 
futures of yesterdays 
past tense t omorrow 
statutes that stare 

Father sermonized : 
Christ on the cro ss, its your f ault 
You are e v i l , sin is death 
Repent, be sad; Repent, be saved . 

I fantasized: 
babi es c rying in church; 
childre n picking their noses ; 
teenagers ogling girl friends; 
betrothed touching fingertips; 
cheap perfume on unwashed bodies; 
dirty f ingernai l s and hook noses ; 
dandruff on a 40's lapel; 
big butts encased in c o r s ets; 
hands wrapped in rosaries; 
beer bellies and blue noses; 

and someday I write a poem called, 
"watchi ng the sinkhole sink': 



At the mouth of the Humptulips River, 
where it pours out the crystal water 
and pieces of Olympic Mountains 
into the Pacific Ocean , 

We sat on driftwood and 
watched round black rocks 
shift slowly among themselves 
on their way to the sea . 

The Ilumptulips was quiet there ; 
it gurgled rather than roared. 

I wondered how long 
the black rock took 
to arrive there, round and mellow , 
from those mountain peaks; 

thought of its first fifty years, 
leaping from crevice to crevice, 
about soaring so high 
those spli t seconds; 

about crashing against other rocks , 
honing its jagged edges, 
and submersion--
as preparation--
for leaps and crash es . 



So you've got another 
bad bladder infection . 
Don ' t expect any 
sympathy from me. 

Doctor told you what 
to do about it. 
You keep on belting 
down the beer . 

Until your eyes are watery, 
your speech is slurred, 
you can hardly walk , 
smell like a brewery. 

Do you think I like 
talking to a drunk? 

Last night your were babbling 
something about a white cloud 
battering the top of a mountain 
just west of Seattle--the Olympics. 

Can ' t decipher what you said . 
You ' ve just got to do something 
about your drinking . 



Since the hired man left 
I've done a lot of outside work. 
My hands are too rough now 
to hold my children's faces, 
my wife's hand. 

And yesterday at my desk 
half consciously I ran my 
thumb from the tip 
of my ring finger to my palm, 
noticing the absence of feeling 
there, and the hardness of the callouses. 

I wonder now if there's any 
correlation between callouses 
of the hand and of the heart. 



I've heard that I'm a bad boss, 
herd, demanding, d i fficult to talk to. 
And so I've had more hired 
hands than years I've been a farmer. 

The education they've given me 
been useful (if not expensive) and 
I wouldn't trade it for anything 
except one good man. 

But what I think's the funniest 
1s that each one, when he leaves me, 
leaves h i s boots behind , l i ke 
Mary Mart i n washing her hair. 



My father measures men by the 
length of their cigars and cars, 
and really successful men wear 
diamonds on their pinkie. 

I pride myself on the purity 
of my values, and Whitman-like, 
love land. I enjoy watching 
t he l ife-cycl es and understanding my 
own oneness wi th the universe. 

But every time a hired man quits 
and I must do that outside work, 
developing the biggest biceps in 
the bar association, with no time 
for hurt muscles to heal, I 
begin to wonder: 

Wouldn't it be nice to give 
myself over to cars and cigars, 
broads and booze; let those muscles 
sag to my middle. I was made 
for comfort , not for speed. 



When I was 12 years old there 
on the homeplace I remember 
that on entering a field on 
moonlight n i ghts the wind 
created with the trees along 
the edge only friendly goblins. 

It mixed end molded and re-created 
and howled, but the goblins 
remained friendly, safe, secure. 

And just last month I bought 
the homeplace and moved my family there. 
At 4:00 A.M. last Sunday by moonlight 
I walked through that sane 
pasture. The goblins are new, 
strange, not old friends. It was lonesome. 

But yesterday I went back home 
to disc some lend for sudan pasture. 
My goblins there all dipped 
and bowed to welcome·me. 



Just last week the fellow approached 
me, shy, accused of felonious 
stabbing, and said, 
" l 'ru sure everybody says this, 
but I really am innocent. You see, 
I'm a coward and I wouldn't 
fight with anybody or stab anybody." 

Lawyer-like I didn't believe him but 
only questi oned him the more until 
I was convinced: he tells the truth. 

And driving home that evening, I was 
reminded of the time some 20 years 
ago when the Cottleville bully poured 
out my root beer and s~omped on my 
white bucs. 

I saw him just last summer one hot 
nite in a rock joint, girls half-naked, 
hot and sweaty. He was at t h e table 
in the corner, alone, long sleeves just 
not covering one wooden arm. 



And another thing about youth 
being wasted on the young: when 
June and January were all the same, 
I never knew the seasons changed. 

And now beset by bad knees and allergies, 
senses gradually being desensitized, 
eyes squinting over crows feet, 
wi th an arthritic knee screaming 
the coming rain. 

I finally am able to see without 
seei ng clearly, to hear i f I cock 
my head just right, to smell 
i f I get up close enough. 

And on warm March days the 
sun shines only for me, the 
birds sing only for me, 
grass grows only for me. 
After dark winter days its 
velocity blinding, stunning. 
(I can tell by the smile on my body) 



RING AROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH 

There in that property corner where the Henningfeld place, the 
Hoelting place and the home place meet, instead of being marked 
by old sunken stones there rises to the sky near 60 feet the 
largest mulberry tree I've ever seen. 

Its branches spread over all three farms at that point, its trunk 
a good 3 feet in diameter. Down the trunk there is an unhealed 
lightning scar at least 10 year old, now a residence for termites. 

Grandpa told when I was 12 with my first Christmas 4-10 shotgun 
that if I' d arrive at that mulberry tree before dawn on June 
mornings, I could have fri ed squirrel for lunch. I've spent 
some mornings there. 

And as I picknicked there last Sunday evening under those broad 
branches, and Mummy played Ring Around the Mulberry Bush with 
Laura and Adam, I cli nted that tree with twofold purpose: 

first to view those properties marked by this monument, and 
second to introduce my children to the joys of June mulberries. 

Rachel asked me then why the farms next door were known as such
and-such-a-place, and I explai ned they were in the same families 
f or generations. 

She asked me then if the home place would stay in our family for 
generations. "Rachel", I told her, "that's up to you children". 

And as the sun was setting to the west, our children counted 
each young squirrel as it appeared on those branches, while 
Mummy and I sat on the blanket, held hands and stared south, 
where a light fog was fil l1ng up the valley. We didn't say a word. 



My dearest Ben, when we left that ballgame 
last night and you were blinking back the 
tears because you struck out, I was 
relieved the car was dark on the way home 
so you couldn't see Daddy's red eyes. 

I wanted more than anything to hold you 
under my umbrella arm to protect you 
from the pain£ul rai n. But dads can't really 
do that, except some. 

You've got a physical problem too, you see, 
your ski ns not very thick and with 
your genetic makeup, there's no great 
hope :for changing that in the future. 

You are me in miniature. You are 
a miracle of birth, growth and intelligence. 
Without being able to do it, I want your 
hurts on me. I think I'm saying I love you. 

And in this law office I see so much 
hatred, so much hurt intenti onally inf'licted, 
I wonder how little boys grow up at all. 
I wonder if you'll be '36 t oo before you understand. 



.. 

When we were Catholic children we were 
given to wear ar ound our necks t h ings called 
scapulors guaranteed to keep the devi l away 

And this morning at 8 : 00 Mass I saw a 
genuine vi rgin right here in 1977, snugly 
between her parents. I could scarcely believe 
my eyes. I could see her scapulor 
beneath that white blouse tied so securely 
at her neck. 

Her hair was frizzy like 1940, and 20 year olds 
don't dress that modestly any more. I 
noticed she was pretty, appeared to be soft 
and wonder ed if, l i ke me, she was busy picking 
potential s ex partners t here in church. 

Sermon time: its Father's Day and then I 
looked at Rachel and Laura, so pretty and innocent. 
By communion t i me I was praying t hey ' d 
be wearing their scapulars 10 years f r om now. 



Last Sunday I saw old Joe Haddock 
return from Communion at the 10:00 Mass, 
walking with a cane, grimacing with pain. 
I'd heard he'd been s toved up with 
rheumatism for years. 

And Saturday nite we went to 
Mordt 's Tractor Sales for their free 
fish fry, Falstaff and country music . 

By mi dnight old Joe was doing 
a wat ersmooth quick do-si-do 
that'd put Arthur Murray to shame. 

But this Sunday there was old 
Joe again, same cane, same pain. 
No do-si -do today. 

And what I'm wondering about is: 
What is his comment on--the 
food , the drink, or the music. 
(Hope it was the music) 



You people who read these thi n g s , 
you don't know 
a b out being r i ch 
a nd havi ng to deal 
with the poor . 

You people who live in school, 
you don't know 
a bout the poor 
ha v i ng the spi ne 
of a snake . 

You people who read these things, 
you don ' t know 
about fertility a nd 
intelligence and 
inverse ratios. 

But what I want to know i s, 
why when she was dying 
did my gentle grandma 
become so violent. 



My client named Claude is 45, 
3 k i ds in school, barely ali.ve 
His wi fe is havi ng a sordid affair 
And Claude says that ain't never f a i r 

He' l l hurt her good, he'll take the kids 
Then she'll be sorry she ever did 
a dastardly thing l i ke that to MAN. 
Tell me, l awyer, think I can? 

( I am so despondent) 

Surely, Claude, lets hurt her good. 
But fi rst I want i t understood 
if she cont ests, i f s he would , 
You'll wonder somet i mes if you s hould. 

(Get the co-r es pondent) 

Trial time came and Sarah said, Claude 
I 've thought it over and by-God 
I t hink t hat you can have your way 
I 've worked too long ; i ts t i me to play. 

(Talk about a burst baloon) 

Claude's not typical in this respect: 
Now client Claude i s child-pecked. 
Calling me nearly every day 
I'm tied down here, can't get away 

(Lei sure suit ; whi t e on maroon) 

And i f I leave this house a minute 
The place is ruined, everything in it. 
She should be here, its her chore 
Instead of l i ving like a whore. 

(Learn your l e sson, you baboon) 

I need help raising these kids, 
I have my own life to live 
And so last nite I said to Ellen, 
Why don' t you t ake in a movi e? 

( Learned l esson--used soon) 



AT GRANNY'S HOUSE 

Its good to see you and, 
I'm glad t hat gr andson sent you by, 
he never comes to see me anymore, 
I know he 's awful busy, 
him with all his children, 
being on t he road a l ot, 
But sit down a while and 
t ell me again what your name 1s, 
you say t hat you ' re his secretary, 
how do you like working f or h i m, 
they say he's got a t emper 
he gets that from his mother's side. 
Just last week he came by the hospital to see me. 
It sure is good to be home, 
its so lones ome t here away from the folks. 
Jun I feeling better now, of sure, thank you. 
I'm just tired from all t h e t ests; 
t he doctor says it's har dening of the arteries. 
I shouldn't walk the stai rs wi t hout help , 
but what does he know, 
here I am living alone since Al died. 
Don't speck the doctor t o wash my clothes for me, 
Here, have some oatmeal cookies, 
I just made t hem yest erday in hopes some of the folks would stop by. 
My son, you know, s t ops by for cof f ee and cookies 
at least once a day, rain or shi ne. 
Does the doctor know I bake cookies, 
s akes no I didn't tell him t hat , 
no I couldn't buy them, 
the folks don't like t he storebought kind 
and my bread, goodness, it disappears in a hurry, 
But go on sit down, I don ' t need no hel p 
and tell me about your fami ly. 
I guess you know all my f olks , Norbert and all. 
Well, I've lived here since 38, 
bought the place from Norbert 
and be took over the farm when Tom wasn't even born yet. 
We l iked it here, close to Church, 
so I can go to morni ng Mas s except lately. 
seems I get so dizzy walking now that 
Norbert doesn't want me out unless he's along , 
r don't like to stay penned up here all t he time. 
Al ' s sister Eugenia married my brot her Henry 
and sure nu1' they had f i ve kids i n a hurr y. 
Eugenia was never wel1 and each t ime she had a baby she got weaker. 
Al and I told them t o s top 
that ain't nothing f or us to meddle in. 



She sure did it, she just up and died right after 
Esther was born and Henry brought up his babies for awhile. 
And then Henry died and all f i ve of them were ours. 
We only had the one of our own, Norbert, you know, 
and from that time on, we sure had to work to feed them all. 
Al got to acting funny every now and then, 
and kinda left the job of feeding them to me. 
He worked hard, poor soul, and never had much fun, so solemn. 
I never told him but it always hurt 
we didn't have more t han one of our own. 
Well look at me with tears i n my eyes, 
land sakes, what am I talking about. 
Here, have some more cof fee . 
You have to go , well come back when you can stay longer. 
I' ll try to have fresher cookies next time. 
What you say your name was? 
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